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Once upon a time there were seven very different women who had been broken but not beaten by
life. In those tough days of healing, they became the Sisterhood, a group of devoted friends who
vowed to change their lives, empower themselves, and be there for each other, no matter what.
Now, they're ready to answer the call for the woman who started it all, Myra Rutledge. Five years
ago, Myra's pregnant daughter was killed by a hit-and-run driver--the playboy son of an ambassador
with diplomatic immunity. Myra was left to grieve while the murderer was free to return to his lavish
lifestyle with no fear of ever having to pay for his crime. But not for much longer. As the air turns
crisp the Virginia hills around Myra's lovely old farmhouse, the Sisterhood has gathered for a little
creative planning, and what they have in mind is a gift for Myra of long-awaited and very sweet
revenge. . ."Revenge is a dish best served with cloth napkins and floral centerpieces. . .fast-paced. .
.puts poetic justice first."--Publishers Weekly
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Myra Rutledge has waited patiently for her turn to seek revenge for the death of her daughter who
was killed by John Chai and whom justice failed to serve since he got diplomatic immunity.Well the

time for revenge has finally arrived and now with the help of the sisterhood its' Myras turn.As the
girls meet for this mission Charles has informed them that only three of them along with himself will
be going on this mission and Myra is not one of those chosen.Ms. Michaels has a way of putting
you in the drivers seat and actually going along for the mission. There are many twists and turns
along the way but of course we know that the final mission will be accomplished.I must say between
Charles and Alexis and her bag of tricks all the unbelievable things seem to just fall into place.As in
the previous series Jack still wont leave Nikki alone but as she has proven to the group this is where
her loyalty is.I recommend it as a wonderful way to relax on a nice hot summers day and am sure
you wont be able to put it down.The special touches that come from Barbara at just the right
moments make it even more believable.Way to go Ms. Michaels another FANTASTIC BOOK.

The best of the series thus far. This is Mara justice for the loss of her daughter and Grand baby. I
think that all the hot Hollywood hunks who battle and seek justice have nothing on this group of
women. I love how they always have the punishment more or less fit the crime and they never
actually kill the offender but they do make sure he never forgets and that he suffers for his or her
crimes.I am a real fan of this series and I think if you are a fan of actual justice in the biblical sense
than this one is for you. It is almost definitely an eye for and eye.But it. Read it. Enjoy it. Love the
closure it brings.

Book 3 in the Sisterhood series. Myra Rutledge, millionaire lost her daughter and unborn grandchild
in a hit and run by a Chinese ambassadors son. Because of diplomatic immunity, no charges were
filed and no punishment handed out. Now is Myra's turn for revenge. So Charles and three of the
woman go to China, kidnap John Chai and bring him back to Virginia. He is left to torture and a most
dark and repugnant revenge. Out of all the books in the series, this one so far, has been more dark
and creepy. Loved it just the same. Great series Ms. Michaels!! 5 stars

I've read the Sisterhood series from the beginning & have not been disappointed...this is a series for
women....I can definitely relate to the feelings of injustice by the judicial system. I also think most
women can relate to the friendship & commitment between this wonderful, talented group...love all
these different characters & recommend these books to everyone.

It took a bit for me to get into this story and it's characters. This was my first Fern Michael's and
Sisterhood book so I am late coming to the party. But it was an enjoyable read, enough so that I

purchased two more books to catch up to this series. The premise is kind of fun and empowering.
Kind of a gee if we could only ...and sit back and see what happens.

Absolutely read all 25 of the Sisterhood Series. I would recommend reading them in order. I just
finished #25. I read the first one because it was free and I was hooked immediately. I will keep an
eye on when the next one is issued. If you like a good mystery you will love the Sisterhood series.

I find Fern Michaels Sisterhood books fun to read. The characters are all different but mesh together
in a great way. Myra and Charles hold everything together. Myra's revenge for the hit and run
accident that killed her daughter Barbara is the sister chosen by the group to complete justice as it
should have been. So many different quirks that occur throughout the book hold ones interest n
turning to the next page. ( I started with the 1st book "Weekend Warriors" and plan to read the
complete series of Sisterhood books.)

This was an unusual story and I enjoyed it. It is nice to think of revenge when someone has gotten
away with some bad deed or whatever and just keeps doing it. I can't wait to start the next in the
series.
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